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A NOTE FROM THE TEAM

On a dark late winter afternoon nearly three years 
ago, professionals from Aldrich and Schwabe 
convened to discuss how to best leverage our 
collective talents to help our manufacturing 
community thrive. We discovered a shared passion 
and fervent enthusiasm to support manufacturers in 
that meeting and a partnership was born.

Less than a year later we gathered the manufacturing 
community together for our first annual Manufacturing 
Symposium to talk about the issues we understood 
mattered most to the community, including talent, 
transition planning and supply chain management.  
The inaugural attendees shared that they wanted to 
continue the conversation with a resounding ask to 
hear more on how other manufacturers are tackling 
shared issues. To all of the attendees who took the 
time to provide feedback, thank you. We heard you 
and wanted to hear more. So we asked and over one 
hundred manufacturers raised their hands to join the 
conversation.

We at Schwabe and Aldrich are delighted to present 
you with the results of our survey on the State of 
Manufacturing in the Pacific Northwest. There are 
over a hundred voices in these pages sharing what 
keeps them up at night, what gets them out of bed in 
the morning and the hope they have through it all. It is 
an honor to serve and be a part of the manufacturing 
community in our region.

Thank you to each of the more than one hundred of 
you who answered our ask to hear more. We hope 
you all find the answers as valuable and inspiring as 
we do.

Onward!

Jennifer Campbell
Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt

Carrie Sowders
Aldrich CPAs + Advisors
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“The Pacific Northwest’s culture may 
serve as a boon to firms attracting 
talent from other parts of the country.”

- Human Resources, Oregon, Food & Beverage
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Three-quarters of manufacturers 
see improving and expanding their 
workforce as a top challenge.
Consistent with what we hear from our manufacturing 
clients, our survey revealed that workforce issues 
are by far the biggest concern facing the industry. A 
majority said improving and expanding the workforce 
is their top priority in the coming year. They expressed 
a need for talent, predominately skilled labor, but some 
also highlighted a need for effective administrative 
staff, sales managers, and executive leadership. 

Some cited that these issues stem from a tight 
employment market, Oregon’s increasing minimum 
wage and rising healthcare costs. However, Pacific 
Northwest culture may serve as a boon to firms 
attracting talent from other parts of the country.  

Hiring is on the rise, making it difficult 
to compete in a tight job market. 
Recruiting and retaining a skilled workforce is the 
biggest labor challenge, followed by the cost of 
salaries and benefits. Manufacturers are competing for 
the same limited talent. A quarter of respondents cite 
the lack of affordable housing in the area as a hurdle 
to talent recruitment. 

Other challenges include strained relationships 
between labor and management and ineffective 
employee training. Despite these challenges, a 
majority plan to improve the size and quality of their 
organization’s workforce in the coming year.

Workforce: A Top Challenge & Priority

“The [biggest challenge] we are having is 
finding folks that want to work, or to show 
up to work ... drug-free. And the [number] of 
candidates.”

- President or CEO, Oregon, Wood Products

“Appealing area for attracting talent.”

 - Human Resources, Oregon, Food & Beverage

62%
plan to increase hiring 
relative to last year
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“Oftentimes, it’s hard to convince 
candidates that they’ll be able to find 
their next job here in the region.” 

- Owner, Oregon, Equipment & Apparel

Tips for Hiring & Retention
As an industry, manufacturers have to work 
hard to change their perception among young 
people.  Manufacturers must think about promoting 
themselves and the industry as a cool place to work. 
Think about generating energy for the industry 
by participating in manufacturing day events, 
offering tours and by participating in school events. 
Science fairs and “show and tell” are great ways to 
demonstrate the exciting work in the manufacturing 
industry.

Develop current employees and give them a sense of 
advancement within your organization by creating an 
in-house training program. Offer employees the ability 
to take math and computer classes if they need that 
to advance.

When assessing job candidates, avoid focusing on 
whether they have a specific technical skill. Can you 
hire them and train them to do the work? Focus on 
finding dependable employees who will show up to 
work.

Get everyone on board. Train managers to support a 
culture of continuous learning.

Make employees aware of the growth opportunities 
within your company. Post a skills matrix on a large 
bulletin board visible to all employees. List the 
skills, tasks and machines required within a specific 
department and the skill level required to operate the 
machines.

Consider offering benefits that provide incentive for 
prospective employees to work for you. Can you offer 
flexible schedules? Can you offer a benefit package 
that allows employees to take meaningful vacations? 
Can you sponsor monthly summer barbeques where 
you offer free cooked lunches? Can you offer family 
summer picnics or scholarship dinners that recognize 
employees’ children graduating from high school or 
college? 

The most important way to retain your employees 
is to treat them well and make them feel that they 
have an impact on the company. Have a meeting with 
employees and get their ideas about what you can 
do to improve their experience with your company. 
Make sure that you have managers who listen to 
employees. Take time to walk the floor and greet your 
employees. Show them you care about them and the 
work they do.
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Challenges Attracting & Retaining Workforce

72%

55%

Transportation

Lack of nearby
affordable housing

Inability to offer
competitive wages

Lack of skilled
workers

Competition
from other
employers

Selected Strategies Firms Are Considering 
Implementing

Create or expand apprencticeship 
programs

Offer flexible work schedules

Create or expand programs to hire 
nontraditional employees

Partner with outside recruiting firms 
and headhunters

Partner with local employment 
offices

27%

26%

24%

23%

20%

Employee Departures Due to Lack of 
Advancement

19%

OR

WA

Implementing New Strategies for Recruitment & Retention

Internal
Most manufacturers currently rely on internal 
strategies to shore up policies. Some may benefit 
from professional guidance on instituting new HR 
policies, such as flexible work schedules, that can 
improve competitiveness and employee satisfaction. 
Also, nearly eight out of ten companies reported that 
they are working to create or expand internal training 
programs for existing employees. Some organizations 
are also increasing pay or benefits to remain 
competitive in today’s job market. 

External
About one in five companies expressed interest 
in moving outside the organization to build new 
relationships that may increase their access to the 
best talent in the region, and seven out of ten are 
looking to hire temporary or contract workers. 

More than half are turning to social media and six in 
ten partner with community colleges or other skills 
certification programs to recruit new employees.

Retaining Talent by Improving 
Opportunities for Advancement
Although an organization’s workforce may be highly 
dependent on the wages it can offer, almost half of 
the Oregon manufacturers surveyed said that a lack of 
opportunity for advancement is a common reason that 
employees leave their organizations, much more so 
than in Washington. 

General perceptions of Oregon’s job market may also 
negatively impact recruitment efforts, in addition to 
retention. 

48%
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Positive Outlook Despite Tax Policy Effects on Business Climate

Nearly all manufacturers are extremely 
positive about the future of their 
organizations, even more so than about 
the business climate in their states. 
When it comes to the business outlook for their 
organizations, more than eight in ten of those 
surveyed would characterize it as positive. 
Oregon respondents had a slightly more positive 
outlook about their own organization than those in 
Washington.  

When asked about the business climate in the Pacific 
Northwest, Oregon and Washington manufacturers are 
equally likely to provide a positive rating despite large 
differences in tax policy in each state. 

Manufacturers are much more critical 
of tax policies in Oregon and believe 
Oregon is less business friendly than 
other states. 
Two-thirds of Oregon participants describe the state’s 
tax policy as anti-business, compared to just over a 
third of Washington participants.

Federal tax policy does not sit well with 
smaller businesses.
While there is strong majority approval of the 2017 
tax bill passed in Congress, approval is soft. Small 
businesses with fewer than 50 employees are more 
likely to oppose the tax bill. 

Small Businesses All Businesses

Approve

Disapprove

Approval of Federal Tax Bill

46%

64%

54%

36%

Oregon Washington

Pro-business Neither Anti-business

Perceptions of State Tax Policy

13%

50%
38%

67%

28%

6%

Oregon

Washington

Excellent Good

Outlook on Business Climate in the 
Pacific Northwest

13%

25%

70%

56%

83%

81%
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“Originating in the Pacific Northwest provides 
a reputational advantage based on the natural 
resource consciousness our region is known for. 
Those natural resources provide the foundation 
for our business.”

- Director Level, Oregon, Food & Beverage
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Manufacturers point to the many 
advantages of doing business in the 
Pacific Northwest. 
There are meaningful geographic advantages for many 
manufacturers in this industry. Survey participants 
expressed that having a business headquartered in 
Oregon or Washington provides access to materials, 
can help reduce operational costs and bolsters the 
reputation of certain products.

Those in the food and beverage and forestry products 
industries also pointed to cultural advantages.

One organization’s advantage may be 
another’s challenge.
Although some find access to the Pacific ports an 
asset, others find it difficult to ship their products 
domestically. While Portland and Seattle may be 
attractive locations to some new employees, others 
cite rainy seasons and increasing signs of an 
affordable housing crisis as disadvantages.

Most Pacific Northwest manufacturers 
are here to stay.
Although some manufacturers, especially those in 
Oregon, expressed negativity about the state’s tax 
policies, these challenges aren’t significant enough to 
warrant the cost of relocating operations. In fact, 94% 
plan to say in the Pacific Northwest for at least the 
next few years.

“Can be difficult to recruit at times due to 
weather, high cost of living, and increasing 
homeless population.”

- C-Suite Executive, Oregon, Horticultural Supplies

“Being a highly capitalized (equipment-based) 
manufacturing company, moving to a state 
or location that is more business-friendly and 
has lower tax rates is difficult, just based on 
the cost of moving alone. I feel like our hands 
are tied without option to get into a more 
business-friendly environment.”

- President or CEO, Oregon, Transportation 

International shipping

Access to raw materials

Location and culture

Food & beverage hub

Domestic shipping

High taxes

Cost of living, rain

Overall job market

PROS CONS
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PROFESSIONAL INSIGHTS
Some experts have said the recent changes to the 
federal tax code are the broadest changes since 1986. 
It is now imperative for businesses to consult with tax 
advisors on the myriad of changes at the business 
entity level. 

In addition, those sweeping changes not only have 
an effect on business taxes but the changes to the 
federal personal income tax code directly affect 
business owners’ personal taxes. 

• Work with your tax advisors to maximize benefits 
available from recent tax changes.

• Continue to monitor future tax changes as state 
and local governments react to federal tax 
changes. 

• Always remember the dollars saved from 
leveraging tax laws go straight to the bottom line.  

In addition to the climate in the Pacific Northwest, it is 
imperative that you are working closely with your tax 
advisor to stay up to date on the changing business 
climate around the country. 

With the recent Supreme Court decision in the 
Wayfair case, states are moving to an economic 
nexus standard and away from the physical presence 
standard for sales tax. Companies could now have 
a filing requirement in states where they have no 
physical presence. 

Although oftentimes the sentiment from small 
businesses is that tax reform will have little or a 
negative impact on your company or personal tax 
returns, policy changes have provided an opportunity 
to assess a company’s current entity structure and tax 
accounting methods to take advantage of some of the 
recent changes. 

All companies should be doing an analysis with their 
tax advisor, but small and mid-size companies can 
especially benefit from some of the recent changes. 
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Growing Pains & Opportunities

Manufacturers in the Pacific Northwest 
are looking to expand their customer 
base, add new products and services, 
and invest in new equipment. 
Although workforce issues are by far the most 
common challenge facing our survey participants, 
manufacturing leaders continue to look at avenues for 
growth. 

Thinking specifically about challenges posed by 
customers, one in three participants said a big 
challenge is responding to changing customer types. 
Other issues, like navigating fluctuating customer 
preferences and entering new geographic markets, 
were of less interest.  

Most feel their primary challenges and 
barriers to growth are long-standing. 
Nonetheless, they may be unprepared 
to address them. 
Manufacturers we surveyed identified improving the 
workforce as their top long-standing challenge that 
more than half are unprepared to address. Other 
challenges included logistical and operational issues 
and new and costly regulations. 

Manufacturers are focusing on 
expanding primarily through the 
addition of new products and services. 
Nearly two-thirds of those we surveyed prioritize 
adding new products and services as an opportunity 
for growth. Another priority for many businesses is 
expanding sales teams and marketing efforts. Each of 
these priorities rank highly among small businesses 
with fewer than 50 employees. 

Many survey participants also noted strategies to 
improve internal efficiency, such as “focusing on 
lean manufacturing,” “decreasing the cost of existing 
manufacturing processes” and “reducing product 
costs to offer flexibility.”

55%
Concerned organization is 
unprepared to overcome 
its biggest challenge

Biggest Overall Challenge

Improving Workforce 27%

Capital Investments

Improving Customer Base

Competition

Logistics & Materials

None of the Above

73%

42%

42%

34%

33%

1%
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Technology’s Impacts & Benefits

Automated manufacturing is expected 
to have the largest impact on Pacific 
Northwest manufacturers in the next 
two years. 
Large businesses (500 or more employees) and 
apparel manufacturers may keep a close eye on how 
data analytics can provide a competitive edge. Very 
few manufacturers expect to see momentous shifts in 
operations through use of automated vehicles in the 
next few years, but this may be something to watch 
down the road.

Washington stakeholders were especially likely to say 
they are significantly increasing their technological 
investments (44%, compared to 22% in Oregon). 
Organizations hope these investments will improve 
and help grow their businesses. 

Some of the perceived benefits are reflective of the 
manufacturer’s industry, while some are more widely 
applicable. For example, many firms want to increase 
their production speed, but increasing the quality of 
finished products is especially important to defense 
contractors. Food and beverage organizations that 
typically operate with small margins are particularly 
concerned about finding ways to decrease labor 
costs.

The ability to provide data as part of the 
production process is an important component 
of automation. These systems provide critical 
information to make good business decisions 
in the future. Those who embrace automation 
for machines and controls are able to produce 
reliable products more efficiently.

Most Important Benefits of New Technologies

Perception That New Technologies Will Have 
Large Impact on Organization

Automated 
Manufacturing

37%

19%

8%

Advanced Data 
Analytics

Automated 
Vehicles

Increase Manufacturing 
Speed 27%

Decrease Labor Costs

Increase Quality

Develop New Products

Improve Customer Service

Improve Worker Safety

Improve Inventory 
Management

70%

53%

48%

32%

29%

27%

27%
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Lack of Executive Leadership Transition

Only two out of five manufacturing 
firms have a plan in place for executive 
leadership transition.
The organizations without a plan tend to be smaller in 
size with revenues of less than $5 million per year. 

Those that do have a plan in place are split in terms of 
how many years in advance to start preparing.

PROFESSIONAL INSIGHTS
Planning for a transition in leadership is critical to the 
continuity of management in the company, particularly 
where there is a corresponding ownership transition. 
Companies that have an intentional and integrated 
leadership transition plan tend to be valued higher, 
as the business is less reliant on a single executive or 
group of executives.

A successful transition may also be defined by how 
well new ownership has been positioned to assume 
leadership and continue to grow the business. 
Owners are less likely to regret selling their business 
if it has been transferred with a plan and tools in place 
to help the next generation succeed.

Ensuring continuity and reducing disruption in 
operations is of utmost importance in the event 
of an unplanned leadership transition. This is 
commonly done through a contingency plan. This 
plan documents how core business functions will be 
performed if executive management or other key 
personnel with institutional knowledge are no longer 
involved due to an unexpected event such as death 
or disability. 

The most effective plans consider the goals and 
objectives of not only current ownership and 
leadership, but also planned successors to ensure 
that a clear path exists to run the business if an 
unplanned disruption occurs during a period of 
transition.

Does your organization have a plan in place 
for a transition of executive leadership?

Yes

41%
35%

24%

Developing a Plan No

Transition Time Frame

19% 22% 19%

28%

13%

Less than 12 
months

1 - 2 years  3 - 5 years 5+ years Not sure
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Participant Profile

We heard from leaders representing 
long-standing manufacturers based 
primarily in Oregon and Washington.
A strong majority of those who responded serve in 
executive leadership in their organizations.

Participants predominantly represent the Pacific 
Northwest, particularly Oregon, and have a long 
history in the region: 76% have been in business for 
more than 20 years.

The industries represented varied widely, with the 
most responses coming from the food and beverage 
industry and metals and machinery manufacturers.

“[It’s] nice to be asked opinions. I frequently 
feel no one outside our organization really 
cares much about smaller businesses.” 

- Board Member, Oregon, Retail Interiors

Participation by Organization Headquarters

68%
20%

Manufacturers by Industry

30%

27%

Electronics

Other

20%

11%

9%

8%

6%

4%

4%

4%

4%Outdoor Gear

Medical

High Tech

Wood Products

Machinery

Aerospace

Metal Fab

Food & Beverage
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Methodology

From May 14 through June 25, 2018, DHM Research 
conducted an online survey of people working in the 
manufacturing industry. The purpose of the survey 
was to assess perceptions of the industry broadly and 
to inform future communications and services related 
to manufacturing in the Pacific Northwest. 

Research Methodology: The online survey consisted 
of 104 participants and took approximately 16 minutes 
to complete. To be respectful of stakeholders’ time, 
all questions were optional, meaning that not all 
respondents completed each question. Accordingly, 
the sample size for each question varies. 

Respondents were invited to the survey by one 
or more of the following organizations: Schwabe, 
Williamson & Wyatt, P.C., Aldrich CPAs + Advisors, 
Food Northwest, Oregon Manufacturing Extension 
Partnership, and Pacific Northwest Defense Coalition. 
Ads were also placed on LinkedIn, targeting 
stakeholders in specific manufacturing industries with 
appropriate job titles.

For a survey of this type, a sample size of 104 
provides meaningful insight into the opinions of 
industry stakeholders. Stakeholders represented 
high-level decision makers, and 42% of respondents 
hold the title President or CEO at their respective 
organizations. Additionally, 68% of respondents 
describe their role as executive leadership. 

Statement of Limitations: Although research of this 
type is not designed to measure with statistical 
reliability the attitudes of a particular group, it is 
valuable in giving a sense of attitudes and opinions of 
the populations from which the sample was drawn. In 
this annotated questionnaire, results may add up to 
99% or 101% due to rounding. 

DHM Research Background: DHM Research has 
been providing opinion research and consultation 
throughout the Pacific Northwest and other regions 
of the United States for over 40 years. The firm is 
nonpartisan and independent and specializes in 
research projects to support public policy making. 
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Contributors

Carrie Sowders, CPA 
Partner, Manufacturing Industry Group Leader  | Aldrich CPAs + Advisors
Carrie Sowders specializes in serving large and middle market companies, primarily in the manufacturing, 
food processing and industrial products sectors. She leads the manufacturing industry group of CPAs 
who provide tax, attest and consulting services to clients across the West Coast. Carrie has exclusively 
practiced in tax since beginning her career in 1998. Her background is rich in experience with multi-state 
operations, transactions, cross-border taxation and ongoing tax consulting and compliance.  Prior to 
joining Aldrich in 2009, Carrie spent a decade with Deloitte and oversaw the tax function of a publicly 
traded consolidated group of companies.

csowders@aldrichadvisors.com  |  503-716-9254

Jennifer Campbell 
Industry Group Leader | Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt
Jennifer leads a firm-wide team of attorneys dedicated to serving Pacific Northwest manufacturers. 
Schwabe believes that a strong manufacturing sector is critical to the health of our economy. Attorneys 
from all legal specialties have joined together to learn about and focus on the needs of manufacturers. 
Schwabe maintains a keen focus on the issues and trends affecting their clients. They work closely with 
each other and their clients to understand and solve their clients’ problems. For over 15 years, Jennifer 
has defended local and national manufacturers in complex product liability and toxic tort litigation. 
She has successfully defended her clients in Washington and Oregon courts. With her deep industry 
knowledge, she provides no-nonsense advice on litigation risk and creative strategies to help her clients 
achieve their legal and business objectives. 

jcampbell@schwabe.com  |  206-689-3052

John Lauseng, CPA 
Partner | Aldrich CPAs + Advisors
As a manufacturing accountant, John has extensive experience with financial statement assurance, 
business consulting, internal control reviews and financial due diligence helping companies strengthen 
their financial reporting and internal controls to support them in achieving their strategic business goals.

jlauseng@aldrichadvisors.com  |  503-716-9219 

Jeff Patterson
Attorney, Shareholder | Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt
Jeff assists clients with all aspects of estate planning, charitable planning, business and real estate 
transactions as well as probate and trust administration. He frequently provides training for CPAs, tax 
consultants, financial advisors, insurance professionals and real estate agents on a wide range of tax and 
estate planning topics.

jpatterson@schwabe.com  |  541-749-4073
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Michael Moberg, CPA 
Senior Manager | Aldrich CPAs + Advisors
Michael has over five years of experience providing tax compliance and consulting services to both 
privately held and public companies. His experience includes working with clients in the manufacturing, 
food processing, retail and professional services sectors. His professional experience includes strategic 
tax planning, federal and state tax compliance, annual and quarterly ASC 740 services, mergers and 
acquisitions, and accounting methods and periods.

mmoberg@aldrichadvisors.com   |  503-716-9341

Jean Ohman Back
Attorney, Of Counsel | Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt
Jean brings more than 25 years of experience in helping manufacturers and technology-focused 
employers solve problems to complicated employment scenarios. She has broad expertise in litigation, 
mediation and settlement of employment and business tort claims. She is fluent in all areas of state and 
federal employment, wage and hour, discrimination, and leave laws. She is skilled at training managers 
and employees in employment compliance.

jback@schwabe.com  |  503-796-2960

Matthew Bisturis
Attorney, Shareholder | Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt
Matt helps companies and their owners navigate the legal challenges that come with establishing, 
growing, operating and eventually transitioning their businesses. Matt’s business background and 
his experience handling both business and real estate transactions allows him to provide valuable 
guidance to clients of all sizes in the manufacturing industry and a variety of other industries. 

mbisturis@schwabe.com  |  360-905-1113

Dan Eller
Attorney, Shareholder | Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt
Dan assists clients with tax and business law issues in both transactions and controversies. His 
transactional practice emphasizes choice of entity and formation, mergers and acquisitions, real 
property development, foreign bank account and asset reporting, and tax-exempt entity formation, 
qualification and operation. On the controversy side, Dan has handled a wide variety of tax collection 
and controversy matters, both federally and at the state level in Oregon and Washington.

deller@schwabe.com  |  503-796-3762




